
Lesson 3 : Rapid Retrieval

L.O: L.O: I can retrieve and record 
information from texts



Tell your partner: What are you 
learning about today?

We are learning to use ________________ skills. 

What strategies do you need to use?

The strategies I will need to use are….



Steps to success 

 Read the text carefully

Find the appropriate 
information

Pick out the information in 
order to answer questions





Tell your partner: What did Frauelin 
Lambeck do to show her annoyance?



Main task

What  job does Anna’s father have?

What parts of her body showed , 
while she wore the muffler?

What did Anna want to buy from 
the shops?

Name the characters we meet?

Who is compared to Adolf Hitler?

What two things does Fraulein 
Lambeck suggest for Anna’s dad?

True or False
• Anna’s father is famous?
• Anna’s brother is a Nazi?
• It is summertime in Berlin
• Anna’s father has flu
• Gunther’s father is a rich 

man

• How does Anna know that 
Mama is home?



Main task

What  job does Anna’s father have?
Lecturer
What parts of her body showed , while 
she wore the muffler?
Green eyes and tuft of dark hair 
What did Anna want to buy from the 
shops?
Crayons
Name the characters we meet?
Anna, Elsbeth, Fraulein Lambeck , 
Heimpi, Max and Gunther
Who is compared to Adolf Hitler?
Charlie Chaplin
What two things does Fraulein 
Lambeck suggest for Anna’s dad?
Remedies and Doctors

True or False
• Anna’s father is famous? T
• Anna’s brother is a Nazi? F
• It is summertime in Berlin F
• Anna’s father has flu T
• Gunther’s father is a rich man F

• How does Anna know that 
Mama is home?

• The Piano is being 
played



Self - assessment

• When retrieving an answer from the text, I 
must…



Lesson 4 : 

L.O: I can infer character’s feelings, thoughts, 
motives and actions, using evidence to justify 

my ideas.



L.O: I can infer character’s feelings, 
thoughts, motives and actions, using 

evidence to justify my ideas.

What are we learning today?

We are learning…

What strategies can we use to infer how a character 
is feeling?

Use evidence from the text

Read between the lines

Look at the character’s actions and what they are 
saying.  



Steps to success 

Use evidence from the text 

Using clues from the text

Reading between the lines

To use my prior knowledge 
and experience





Talk partners: What can you infer 
from this picture?



Talk partners: What can you infer 
from this picture?





Tell your partner: How does Elsbeth feel 
about her father and family situation

“ I wish my father was famous.” said Elsbeth 
“But I don’t think he ever will be because he 

works in the post office, and that’s not the sort 
of thing people get famous for.” 



Monday 11th March
LO: To infer

How do we know that there 

is divide between Nazi’s 

and other children in 

schools?

How do you know Elsbeth 

is jealous of Anna’s 

father? Use evidence to 

support your answer.

Why do you think Fraulein 

Lambeck is concerned 

about life in Berlin?

Choose a word to describe 

Fraulein Lambeck.

_________________

Explain your choice, use 

evidence to support your 

answer.



Sharing answers: Self - marking

How do we know that there is divide 
between Nazi’s and other children in 
schools?

How do you know Elsbeth 
is jealous of Anna’s father? 
Use evidence to support 
your answer.

Why do you think Fraulein Lambeck 
is concerned about life in Berlin?

Choose a word to describe Fraulein 
Lambeck.

_________________

Explain your choice, use evidence to 
support your answer.



Lesson 5 : 

LO: I am able to use my own experiences, 
understanding of the text to write an 

informal letter





Write a letter to Elsbeth helping her 
to appreciate her father?

Informal greeting

Introduction

Why are you writing?

Reasons why she should appreciate her father.

Useful vocabulary

Gratitude, happiness, famous, wealth, 


